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Leisure includes a spectrum of businesses, from the small spa, golf club or 
theater to the large resort chain that combines all these activities and more. 
These businesses might seem very different, but they also have a lot in 
common. They all sell time-based resources such as entry to shows, session 
bookings, equipment hire or expert tuition. They also all sell a range of 
products, whether these are take-home pampering treatments from the spa or 
snacks and drinks in the bar. And they all need to deliver those things in the 
efficient, convenient and personalized way today’s digitally connected 
customers expect.

Many leisure businesses are finding responding to consumer demand a 
challenge. Personalization and speed are hard to deliver when you are still 
running standalone solutions for booking, retail and back office functions. 
Disparate systems hold the business back because they don’t give transparency 
into the data, and aren’t flexible enough to enable a quick response to market 
trends and client needs. As a result, many businesses are now looking to 
replace their old systems with software that connects their business and 
supports its growth.

This paper outlines five important issues to consider when selecting the right 
software to support your leisure business:

1:  Everything in one place
2: Web and app booking, out of the box 
3: Streamlined scheduling 
4: Room to grow 
5: Simplicity and security
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Everything in one place
issue number 1

Leisure businesses are at the same time a service provider and a 
retailer, and clients expect an experience that blends those 
elements seamlessly. This is, however, only possible when your 
software brings everything together so you can manage 
appointments, events, ticket sales, and retail in one place.

To ensure fast, convenient service across the Point of Sale (POS), 
web and mobile app, the software should provide a single, 
centralized source of information about availability, pricing and 
offers, including member and loyalty club deals. It shouldn’t matter 
whether the client is booking a course, buying a ticket for an event, 
or making complex requests, such as a spa appointment with a 
special treatment package, a golf session with equipment hire and 
professional tuition, or a series of bookings for different courses. A 
good system will be able to handle it all through any POS in the 
organization, and keep track of customer information, payment 
status, offers and even the return and maintenance of equipment.

Most of the solutions in the market today can’t do it all. At the least, 
they need to be interfaced to an inventory system, an accounting 
system, or both. This is costly, and potentially risky: not only can 
interfaces be expensive to set up and maintain; they can also lead to 
out-of-sync data, a situation which is often detected too late, when 
the damage is done. The ideal software solution is already 
integrated to a robust inventory and accounting system. 

An end-to-end system that provides a single source of data in real 
time is the way to go. When information about the client’s 
purchases, bookings and preferences are gathered in one place 
and can be accessed at any POS, the business has the tools to 
provide the tailored offers and loyalty rewards that make up a 
unique customer experience.
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Web and app booking, 
out of the box

issue number 2

No matter how large or small your business is, you need to be 
present where your clients want to interact – and that means 
mobile apps, and the internet. 

According to research by the Interactive Advertising Bureau, 75 
percent of the world’s smartphone and tablet users have purchased 
a product or service on their device in the past six months. 23 
percent use their mobile devices to buy every week! Most leisure 
clients already expect to be able to book their visit, with any extra 
services they want, online or through their tablet or smartphone, 
and businesses that don’t provide these critical touchpoints will 
soon find themselves falling behind.

By using an app, businesses can also manage to fill empty timeslots 
at short notice by sending personalized special offers to selected 
clients. When the system is connected to customer information, 
those offers can be targeted to the clients who are most likely to 
take them up. That delivers a unique experience to the client while 
enabling the business to realize value from a booking that would 
otherwise have stood empty.

Many solutions on the market include a web module, but the 
all-important app often isn’t included. Make sure that both web and 
app booking are included, out of the box, in any ticketing and 
appointment solution you buy.
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Booking appointments and selling tickets to events might seem 
easy - but if your resources are poorly organized, you’ll soon be 
asked for a refund. 

Leisure organizations need to manage a complex mix of resources 
across different areas of the business. A spa therapist might also 
be available as a personal trainer; a restaurant lounge might be 
available for private events at specific times. Businesses need total 
visibility over their resources to schedule them without risking 
double bookings. If an instructor or hairdresser is taken ill, it 
should be easy to reassign their appointment to someone else. 
And if events such as bad weather cause cancelled bookings for 
outdoor activities, managers need to be able to reassign 
elsewhere, sharing the resource across areas, or to quickly launch 
tailored offers to encourage use of the resources.

The right system will integrate scheduling capabilities with 
up-to-the minute information on resource availability and 
booked activities, so managers have all the insight they need to 
make those last minute changes. It should be able to incorporate 
any information that could affect the business, from weather 
forecasts to local events – whatever combination suits the needs 
of your business. 

Staff need to know about changes in the schedule when they 
happen, and they need to be able to inform management as soon 
as possible about any unplanned absence or requests for time off. 
A good system will make all the relevant information easily 
available to managers and employees, for example through a web 
or mobile portal.

Streamlined scheduling

issue number 3
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Room to grow
issue number 4

Even though growth is an important part of any business, many 
leisure chains begin as a single location, and forget to take into 
account future expansion when buying a reservation system. 

If the company’s reservation software only supports bookings at one 
location, once the company expands they have to make one of two 
choices – change the system, a project which is time-consuming 
and costly; or implement a separate system for the new branch. 
Although choice number two might seem as a viable solution at the 
time, in the long run the company is bound to run into problems. As 
the separate systems can’t share information about products, 
pricing structure and promotions, the company is soon left unable 
to deliver the consistent brand experience that customers expect.

To support their growth, businesses should always look for a 
solution that is built with the chain in mind. A system that grows 
with you, and that supports the sharing of information, prices, 
resources, offers and loyal customers across multiple locations, is a 
great asset for businesses that plan expansion in the future. 

Many businesses needing a flexible software are also looking into 
cloud-based solutions. This type of solution is adaptable, quick to 
install, and enables businesses to easily expand or shrink their 
software capabilities. If you expect growth in your future, consider a 
cloud-based software for your business. 
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Simplicity 
and security

issue number 5

Separate systems aren’t just cumbersome to work with – they’re also 
difficult to maintain, and they leave room for mistakes. If the details of a 
sale don’t reach the finance system, accounts and inventory become 
inaccurate. And sensitive client data can go astray, or fall into the 
wrong hands.

Bringing everything together on the same platform will drastically 
reduce the chance of error, while also simplifying integration, support, 
maintenance and upgrades. When the financial system is completely 
integrated with the reservation one, details of all sales and bookings 
transactions are recorded as they occur, leaving no gaps for 
information to fall through. An all-in-one solution also gives managers 
real-time visibility into the business’s revenues, inventory and finance, 
down to the General Ledger. Being able to review their financial 
statements and drill down to a POS ticket without changing systems is 
a great benefit for managers. 

When it comes to security, a PCI Compliant system will assist in 
protecting the company from credit card issues, while giving customers 
the certainty that the company takes payment security seriously.
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As the leisure industry continues to grow, businesses that can deliver a 
consistent, personalized customer experience across all touchpoints will 
lead the field. To do that, they need to establish a system that provides a 
single source of information for event bookings, appointments, retail, 
resources and back office functions. The system must also enable them to 
respond quickly to marketing and promotional opportunities, and it must 
be flexible enough to support the company as it grows. 

In this paper we have highlighted five key issues to consider when 
selecting a software to manage reservations, classes and events for your 
leisure business. By focusing on the matters discussed here, leisure 
industry managers can find the right system to support them in providing 
the unique services and experiences that will set them apart from the 
competition.

Summary
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Don‘t make costly 
mistakes!
Missing reservations. Double bookings. Wrong 
prices. Spots left empty. Many things can go 
wrong if you select an inadequate reservation 
system. In the end, the conclusion is always the 
same: disappointed customers, and loss of 
money for your business. 

Make sure you are on the right track: get expert 
advice from the LS Retail specialists.

Talk to our experts
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W e  m a k e  b u s i n e s s  e a s y

LS Retail is a world-leading provider of business management software solutions for 
retail, hospitality and forecourt businesses of all sizes.

Our all-in-one management systems power businesses tens of thousands of stores and 
restaurants worldwide, within such diverse industries as fashion, electronics, furniture, 
duty free, restaurants, coffee shops, forecourt, c-stores and more. 

For further information on the company and the products, visit www.LSRetail.com.

For any question or advice, do not hesitate to contact our experts.
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